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PREFACE

Under the title
“IC report Illes Balears (Spain). Fitting of new national classification methods of
ecological status to the results of the complete intercalibration exercise”

This report has for objective to show that the Regional authorities of the Balearic Islands have
developed a set of fully compliant Water Framework Directive (WFD) classification methods
for the common type rivers and transitional waters that exist in the Balearic Islands, and to fill
some of the gaps in the IC of the ecological assessment methods for the Balearic Islands.
Through 4 chapters each Biological Quality Element (BQE) is approached.
CHAPTER 1: THE INVMIB (GAP 2)
The method is intercalibrated according to the final IC results, showing that (1) the method is
compliant with the WFD normative definitions and (2) that their class boundaries are in line
with the results of the IC exercise.
CHAPTER 2: THE DIATMIB (GAP 2)
The method is intercalibrated according to the final IC results, showing that (1) the method is
compliant with the WFD normative definitions and (2) that their class boundaries are in line
with the results of the IC exercise.
CHAPTER 3: THE MIBIIN (GAP 3)
It is not possible to intercalibrate the method according to the final IC results. We proceed with
the description of the method to show its compliance with the WFD normative definitions and
justify why the Intercalibration is not attainable. A detailed description of the assessment
method and evaluation of its WFD compliance, and a description of the reasons why the IC was
not feasible, is provided.
CHAPTER 4: THE PHYTOMIBI (GAP 3)
It is not possible to intercalibrate the method according to the final IC results. We proceed with
the description of the method to show its compliance with the WFD normative definitions and
justify why the Intercalibration is not attainable. A detailed description of the assessment
method and evaluation of its WFD compliance, and a description of the reasons why the IC was
not feasible, is provided.

CHAPTER 1
THE INVMIB A NEW CLASSIFICATION METHOD TO
ASSESS WITH MACROINVERTEBRATES THE
ECOLOGICAL STATUS OF RIVERS IN THE BALEARIC
ISLANDS (MED GIG RIVERS)

Chapter 1: Fit-in procedure for the INVMIB, Med GIG Rivers (RM5), BQE: Invertebrates
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1.1. INTRODUCTION
The

Mediterranean

River

GIG

finalised

the

intercalibration

(IC)

exercise

for

Macroinvertebrates in the second IC phase, with the participation of 6 Member States
(Portugal, France, Spain, Cyprus, Slovenia and Italy), that compared and harmonized their
national assessment systems for the common IC types RM1, RM2, RM4 and RM5. All national
methods addressed a group of common pressures, mainly general degradation, nutrients and
organic matter, and used an IC Option 2 (comparison of assessment methods using a common
metric). The intercalibration and harmonization were performed only with spring-summer data,
with the exception of Cyprus and Italy. The lack of comparability between MS methods and the
insufficient number of reference sites, made impossible the IC of one of the other GIG common
types, the RM3.
This report has for objective to show that the Regional authorities of the Balearic Islands have
developed a fully compliant Water Framework Directive (WFD) macroinvertebrate
classification method (INVMIB) (García et al. 2014) for the common type RM5 that exists in
the Balearic Islands, and to fit the assessment system to the completed intercalibration exercise.
The way forward for verifying the WFD compliance with normative definitions, IC feasibility,
pressure-impact relationships and comparing boundaries, is described in the CIS Guidance
Document n°30: “Procedure to fit new or updated classification methods to the results of a
completed intercalibration exercise” (Wilby et al. 2014).

1.2. DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
The INVMIB was developed using macroinvertebrate samples collected by the Illes Balears
Government monitoring program in autumn 2005, winter 2006 and 2008, and spring 2005,
2006 and 2008. Here we describe the INVMIB compliance with WFD in relation with its
sampling method, taxonomic resolution, calculation, international and national reference
criteria, class boundaries establishment and pressure-impact relationships.

1.2.1. Sampling method and taxonomic resolution
Sampling was performed in three campaigns that took place in autumn (November–December),
winter (February–March) and spring (April–May).
The sampling was done by wading in the river and taking the samples with a kick-net (500 µm
mesh size). A total of 20 “sample units” distributed proportionately to the habitats present in
100 m length were taken (total sampled area of 2.5 m2) and combined to a single mixed sample.
The sampling followed a multi-habitat procedure adapted from EPA (Barbour et al. 1999) and
is described in García et al. (2014).
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Field samples were preserved with ethanol (70%), transported to the laboratory and stored until
their treatment. Invertebrate samples were washed and sorted under tap water in three different
fractions (5 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.1 mm), and sorted specimens were counted and identified under
40× magnification (stereo-binocular microscope) to the lowest possible identification level (at
least family, and genus/specie if possible). Sub-sampling was made when necessary to obtain a
representative fraction of the total community in the finer fractions (Wrona et al. 1982).

1.2.2. Multimetric Calculation
The classification system developed in this study consists of a multimetric index (INVMIB),
type-specific for the different Balearic Islands national types: R-B01 (mountain streams), RB02 (canyon streams) and R-B03 (lowland streams), all them corresponding to the IC common
type RM5 for rivers. The criteria followed to select the metrics were: (1) to comply with the
normative definitions of the WFD (European Union 2000), (2) to respond to the gradient of
pressure, (3) to be able to discern reference values from disturbed sites, and (4) the metrics
selected should be non-redundant.
The INVMIB is totally compliant with the WFD, as it is based on the use of individual metrics
selected following the requirements of the normative definitions: a) abundance and taxonomic
composition of the invertebrate community, b) sensitivity or tolerance of taxa to stressors, and
c) taxa biodiversity (see García et al. 2014 for further details). Each individual metric was
selected for its potential as indicator, and their response analysed along to pressure gradients.
The finally selected metrics per stream type were averaged in the Invertebrate Multimetric
Index of the Balearic Islands (INVMIB): INV1MIB (lowlands), INV2MIB (canyons) and
INV5MIB (mountains) (Table 1.1). Some of these metrics such as the richness of sensitive taxa
(RSS) were included in all the multimetric indices, while other metrics gave reliable results
only in one stream type.
Table 1.1. Summary of the metrics composing the INVMIB multimetric for the R-B01 (mountain), RB02 (canyon) and R-B03 (lowland) stream types of the Balearic Islands. Its expected response to
pressure, and the transformations and normalizations necessary to obtain it are also indicated (from
García et al. 2014).
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1.2.3. Ecological status assessment
The ecological status is defined on the basis of the Ecological Quality Ratio (EQR), calculated
by dividing each resulting value of the INVMIB by the median value of the reference data:
EQR_INVMIB = measured INVMIB value / median INVMIB values of references
Then the obtained values ranged from 0 (worst quality) to >1 (best quality), being the
ecological status classified by one of five classes (high, good, moderate, poor and bad) shown
in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Ecological status levels and corresponding national boundaries
assignment.

1.2.4. National reference criteria
The reference sites of the Balearic Islands had to satisfy a series of a priori selection criteria
based on the absence of significant pressures in their basins, considering the percentages of
artificial and agricultural land uses, absence of sewage effluents, no hydromorphological
alterations of the stream bank and absence of significant flow regulation (Pardo et al. 2012).
In a first phase, 8 sites fulfilling the next criteria (Pardo et al. 2010) were identified:
- Land uses in the basin have not been recently intensified.
- There are no artificial surfaces in the catchment.
- % of agriculture < 25% (considering rainfed lands and in absence of irrigated lands).
- Absence of sewage effluents.
- Absence of longitudinal channel alterations.
- Absence of marked discharge reductions in the catchment.
- Absence of flow regulation due to upstream dams.
- Absence of stream bank significant alterations. Connectivity with adjacent trees is maintained.
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Another 4 sites were also considered as references regarding its biology, and fulfilled the prior
mentioned criteria with slight modifications:
- Artificial surfaces (< 0.4% of catchment area)
- % of agriculture < 35% (natural vegetation and rainfed lands. Absence of irrigation).
In a second phase, pressure levels for artificial and agricultural surfaces were restricted to 0%
and ≤ 7% of catchment area respectively, following the conclusions of the review on European
reference thresholds by Pardo et al. (2011). A posterior check with water quality levels and
invertebrate communities was also performed to assure the absence of these pressures in this
area (Pardo et al. 2012). Finally 12 reference sites were identified according to the mentioned
reference selection criteria, represented by a total of 65 macroinvertebrate samples (Table 1.3
and Table 1.4).
Table 1.3. List of temporary streams and sites fulfilling the Balearic Island reference criteria.

Table 1.4. Major environmental features that characterize the Balearic Island stream types.
Reference and non reference number of sites and number of samples (in brackets) per type
are indicated (from García et al. 2014).
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1.2.5. National boundary setting
- Methodology used to set H/G boundary: The H/G was set as the 25th percentile (P25) of the
EQR_INVMIB reference values.
- Methodology used to set the remaining boundaries: Below the 25th percentile, the remaining
quality class boundaries were defined into equal bands.
The G/M boundary was set as H/G boundary- (P25 /4)
The M/P boundary was set as G/M boundary- (P25 /4)
The P/B boundary was set as M/P boundary- (P25 /4)
A posterior adjustment and confirmation of the boundaries was produced looking at the
crossing between the fitted regression lines of paired individual metrics, for its ecological
interpretation following the “Guidance on the intercalibration process 2008-2011” (Schmedtje
et al. 2009). The obtained class boundaries are illustrated in Table 1.5.
Table 1.5. Officially used class boundaries for the INVMIB method.

1.2.6. Pressures-impact relationships
A Multimetric index and per ende the individual metrics have to respond to pressure gradients.
The Balearic Island streams (torrents) are mainly affected by pressures related to temporary
organic contamination, diffuse source pollution by nutrients and hydromorphological
alterations of riverbeds and riverbanks.
For the INVMIB case the pressures-response relationships were evaluated along a general
degradation gradient and a gradient of organic or hydromorphological pressure for each stream
type. The information of the different pressures was explored through Principal Component
Analyses (PCAs) to reduce the information of all environmental variables into different stressor
gradients: 1) a general degradation gradient (DEG), that integrates the whole information and
variation from different pressures in all stream types, and 2) an organic degradation gradient by
stream type (i.e., organic degradation (ORG): oxygen demand, nutrient concentrations,
dissolved oxygen, discharge and forestry land use in the basins) (García et al. 2014). Significant
correlations among the individual metrics and the INVMIB index, with the degradation and
organic gradient obtained from PCAs were found (Table 1.6). In lowland streams, the
INV1MIB responded positively to the axis I DEG (i.e.,–agricultural areas and –NO3) and to the
axis I ORG (i.e., –NO3 and +O2) (García et al. 2014). In canyon streams, the INV2MIB and
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also the individual metrics responded positively to the axis IDEG (i.e., –NO3 and +O2) and to
the axis II ORG (i.e., +forestal areas and –NO3) (García et al. 2014). While the INV5MIB
(mountain streams) and its individual metrics showed the strongest responses to both stressor
gradients (García et al. 2014).
Table 1.6. Summary of the Spearman correlation coefficients between the
INVMIB and the individual metrics, with the general degradation gradient and
the organic degradation gradient. *p < 0.05 (from García et al. 2014).

Excepting for the INV2MIB (where there are no strong antrophic pressures), for the rest of
INVMIBs the results showed a clear sample segregation along the organic gradient according
to the multimetric values, thus confirming the function of the INVMIB as indicator of organic
degradation. All INVMIBs also showed a clear response to the general degradation gradient,
and when the pressure increase, the macroinvertebrate community is affected and a gradual
decline in ecological quality occurs (Fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1. INVMIB distribution
along the general degradation
gradient (Axis1DEG). R-squares
are given for each stream type (p <
0.001). Lowland streams (white
circles), canyons (white triangles)
and mountain streams (dark
squares) (from García et al. 2014).
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1.3. COMPLIANCE WITH WFD NORMATIVE DEFINITIONS
After the compliance check we concluded that the INVMIB method fulfils all the requirements
of the WFD (Table 1.7).
Table 1.7. Assessment of INVMIB compliance with the WFD normative definitions.

1.4. IC FEASIBILITY CHECK
1.4.1. Assessment concept
The MED GIG concluded that the IC is feasible as all the methods in the finalized exercise
follow similar assessment concepts, based on sampling of different relevant habitats in the
reach and including taxa or taxa groups which are sensitive to different kinds of degradation.
INVMIB is in line with these assessment concepts. Thus, the method can be accepted and the
intercalibration is feasible.
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1.4.2. Typology agreement
According to system A, the Balearic Islands belong to the Iberic-Macaronesian ecoregion. They
are influenced by the Mediterranean climate and the discharge regime is subject of strong
seasonal and annual variability (García et al. 2014). The hydrological system of the islands is
characterized mainly by the existence of temporary streams called “torrents”, which fit within
the characteristics of the IC type RM5. Obligatory descriptors of the WFD (System A: altitude
typology, size typology and geology) and other such as slope and bank morphology were used
to separate these temporary streams into 3 types (Pardo et al. 2010):
R-B01. Mountain streams (located in the mountains). Intermediate slopes.
R-B02. Canyon streams (deep valley between cliffs carved from the landscape, isolated
and with high slopes). These streams have water most of the year, although during
summer water is restricted to pools.
R-B03. Lowland streams. These streams are the most abundant type in the Balearic
Islands, located at low altitude and close to the most populated areas.
The contrast of the proposed typology with the biological elements supported the definition of
three different macroinvertebrate reference communities for the three geomorphologically
predefined stream types (R-B01, R-B02 and R-B03) (Fig. 1.2). This approximation is followed
in this report, considering three stream types with type-specific macroinvertebrate communities.
Within the Med GIG five common IC river types were considered for intercalibration of
macroinvertebrates (Table 1.8). While RM1, RM2 and RM4 types were treated together
throughout the IC process, RM5 was treated separately due to its distinct hydrological
conditions. The RM3 was not intercalibrated in the MED GIG IC exercise.
In conclusion, for macroinvertebrates the three types established for the Balearic Islands fulfil
the typological criteria of the IC common type RM5, and thus the intercalibration is feasible.

Figure 1.2. Ordination (NMDS) of the
macroinvertebrate

communities

from

reference sites of the different stream
types defined a priori for the Balearic
Islands. Mountain (dark blue triangles),
Canyon

(light

blue

squares)

and

Lowland (green triangles) (from Pardo
et al. 2010).
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Table 1.8. Common IC river types in the Mediterranean GIG and MS sharing the types.

1.4.3. Pressure addressed
As stated in the subsection “Pressures-impact relationships” within Section 1.2, the multimetric
and individual indices response to pressures were addressed by analysing the pressure gradient
according to the streams national types, and evaluating both a general degradation gradient and
a gradient of organic pressure. Results indicated that the INVMIB responds well to both
pressure gradients, showing that when the pressure increases the macroinvertebrate
communities are affected and a gradual decrease in the ecological quality occurs. Thus, in terms
of pressure it could be concluded that the intercalibration is feasible.

1.4.4. National dataset used
The datasets described in this report were checked against the data acceptance criteria as defined
in the MED GIG rivers milestone 6 (Feio 2011) report for macroinvertebrates (Table 1.9).
The national dataset used for the INVMIB development (testing of pressures-response
relationships, boundary setting procedure…) comprised a total of 270 samples coming from 60
sites, all them representing the RM5 IC common type. While the national dataset considered for
the IC exercise comprises only 109 samples corresponding to winter and spring campaigns, and
coming from 43 of the river sites. The existing reference samples within the whole dataset
fulfilling IC criteria for benchmarking and corresponding to winter and spring campaigns were
considered for IC. As well as a representative and equitable number of non reference sites,
covering all the national stream types of the Balearic Islands and all the ecological status classes
according to INVMIB. In the MED GIG exercise the data used in the calculations for
intercalibration and harmonization were restricted to spring-summer data, with the exception of
CY and IT, as for the remaining MS boundaries were defined based on spring-summer data.
However, the studies realised in the Temporary streams of the Balearic Islands have concluded
that mean annual assessment of the ecological status in the temporary streams related best with
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the assessment done in late winter and early spring (from February to May) (Pardo et al. 2010).
For that in this exercise we have used data corresponding to this period as the optimum to fit the
boundaries with results from the complete Mediterranean rivers IC.
Both the typology and the geographical area coverage by the used dataset are considered good
enough. For each sample land use data (artificial, agricultural, forest and seminatural areas),
physico-chemical

data

(alkalinity,

oxygen,

pH,

temperature,

conductivity,

BOD5,

orthophosphates, nitrates, nitrites, ammonium, sulphates and cations) and biological data
(macroinvertebrate taxalists) are available (all in excel files) (summary in Table 1.10).
Table 1.9. Summary of the data acceptance criteria of the MED GIG rivers for macroinvertebrates.

Regarding the sampling and analytical methodology, as mentioned in Section 1.1 the sampling
method is based in a multi-habitat procedure adapted from EPA (Barbour et al. 1999). The taxa
were identified to family level as minimum, and to genus or species if possible.
The 5 classes of ecological status are covered within the dataset and the obtained pressure
gradients are considered appropriate. The final classification results from the INVMIB indicated
that the percentage of samples in the different status classes were 23.7% (Reference), 8.1%
(High), 12.8% (Good), 22.4% (Moderate), 20.8% (Poor) and 12.2% (Bad) (García et al. 2014).
In conclusion, for macroinvertebrates the three types established for the Balearic Islands
fulfilled the data acceptance criteria of the MED GIG, and thus the dataset could be considered
enough and the intercalibration is feasible.
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Table 1.10. Summary of environmental variables registered within reference and non-reference groups of
sites, separated by stream type for the whole dataset (mean ± SD) (from García et al. 2014).

1.4.5. Conclusions
It is concluded that it is feasible applying the fit-in procedure to INVMIB, fitting the method
to the results of the completed MED GIG river macroinvertebrates IC exercise.
1.5. IC PROCEDURE
Following the diagram for the selection of the fitting procedure (in CIS Guidance nº30), case A1
(Option 2) was identified as the option to carry out the intercalibration exercise. Thus the
procedure for this case from the manual (Willby et al. 2014) is applied for fitting the INVMIB
method to the River MED GIG results for the RM5 common type.

1.5.1. Requirements
a. Full details of the common metric (e.g. species scores and metric weights).
In the MED GIG it was concluded that the Intercalibration Common Metric index, ICMi
(according to Buffagni et al. 2006) was the best option to use. The ICMi is a multimetric
composed of six macroinvertebrate metrics: average score per taxon (ASPT), log 10
(sel_EPTD+1), 1-GOLD, total number of taxa Families, number of EPT taxa (Families) and the
Shannon-Wiener diversity index. The multimetric is calculated by adding the 6 weighed metrics
(the weight for each metric is in Table 1.11; Buffagni et al. 2005). Normalization of the metrics
before adding it is needed, and achieved by dividing the observed values by the median value of
each metric in the reference sites of the national dataset.
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Table 1.11. Weight given to each of the
individual metrics composing the ICMi.

Finally the EQR_ICMi is calculated by dividing the observed ICMi values obtained, by the
median value of the reference sites.
b. A suitable site x biology dataset covering a range of environmental quality from which the
national EQR and common metric can be calculated.
A total of 109 samples were available covering the 5 classes of ecological status (see subsection
"National dataset used" in Section 1.4).
c. Accompanying pressure data in the same format as that used in the completed exercise.
In subsection “National dataset used” within Section 1.4, pressure data for the whole dataset
are available. In Table 1.12 are indicated some pressure ranges considering only the 109 winter
and spring samples included in this IC exercise.
Table 1.12. Range of values of some physico-chemical variables at those sites and
samples included in the intercalibration.
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d. Information on the specific thresholds already used in the completed exercise to define
reference or alternative benchmark sites (e.g. human population density, extent of
agricultural land in catchment, nutrient concentrations etc.).
In the IC exercise the MED GIG established the Reference thresholds (Table 1.13) conditioning
the benchmarks acceptance, for each pressure variable and for all IC types. Thus providing a
common tolerance level for all the types, with the exception of RM5 where different ranges for
water oxygenation were established for low water periods.
Table 1.13. Thresholds established for each pressure variable
and used by the MEDGIG for IC.

e. Details of exactly how the benchmarking was undertaken in the completed exercise (e.g.
creation of a common metric EQR by dividing the observed value by the median common
metric value of a set of national reference or benchmark sites). If the completed exercise
concluded that benchmarking was not necessary the mean value of the benchmark sites from
each country must be provided so that the joining Member State can also judge the need to
benchmark its own method.
The given benchmark criteria were applied by each MS to identify benchmark sites within each
national dataset. Median values of individual metrics of the national benchmarks datasets were
used for calculation of the common metric index, and median values of the resultant ICMi for
the same national benchmarks were used for the calculation of the common metric EQR. Linear
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regression was established between the EQR values of the national method and the common
metric (ICMi) so that the national boundaries could be translated to ICMi using the equation.
f. Values of the global mean view of the HG and GM boundaries on the common metric scale
for Member States who participated in the completed exercise.
Mean H/G (relevant for RM5): 0.990 (original); 0.975 (harmonized)
Mean G/M (relevant for RM5): 0.722 (original); 0.722 (harmonized)

1.5.2. Process
1. Calculate the common metric (ICM) on the national dataset.
The common metric used in the IC exercise (ICMi) was calculated according to the formula:
ICMi =

(0.033 * N_ASPT) + (0.266 * N_Log10(selEPTD+1)) + (0.067 * N_1-GOLD) +
(0.167 * N_nºFam) + (0.083 * N_EPT) + (0.083 * N_H‘)

For each of the 3 Balearic Islands types, we used type specific reference values for the
individual metrics that represent the median value of each metric in the reference sites of the
national database (in this case the reference sites complaining reference selection criteria and
corresponding to samples collected during winter and spring campaigns, that were the ones
subject of this IC exercise). ICMi results are shown in Table 1.14.
Table 1.14. List of national winter and spring IC sites with its INVMIB and ICMi
values, as well as the corresponding EQRs. The sample code indicated in the table
is a combination of the site code + campaign (pri = spring; inv = winter) + year.
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Table 1.14. Continued.
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Table 1.14. Continued.
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2. Use the associated pressure data to identify sites in the national dataset that meet the criteria
established by the GIG for the selection of benchmark or reference sites.
The MED GIG provides numbers of benchmark samples instead of benchmark sites and we
followed the same approach. After checking the MED GIG requirements for identifying
benchmarking, a total of 34 reference samples (from the total of 54 available in the whole
dataset for the winter and spring campaigns) were accepted as references and used in this IC
exercise (Table 1.15).
Table 1.15. Balearic Islands winter and spring samples fulfilling criteria for benchmarking.
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3. Standardise the common metric (CM_bm) against the benchmark according to the approach
used in the completed exercise. If benchmark standardisation was concluded not to be required
in the completed exercise the mean CM value of the joining method’s benchmark sites must lie
inside the range of mean values of the benchmark sites of the methods already intercalibrated
for this conclusion to remain applicable. If the joining method’s benchmark sites lie outside of
this range the joining method must benchmark standardise its sites relative to the global mean
CM value of the benchmark sites included in the completed exercise. These scenarios are
illustrated in Table 1 and 2.
The MED GIG report didn’t provide a range of mean CM values of benchmark sites of the
methods already intercalibrated for all the MS. For determining the need of standardisation in
this IC exercise, the mentioned range is inferred from two diagrams for the ICMi values from all
benchmark sites provided in the MED GIG report for the RM5 common type (Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.3. A) Distribution of ICMi values of benchmark sites from the IC river type RM5 for all MS; B)
Comparison between winter-autumn and spring-summer ICMi benchmark values for RM5 type (from
MED GIG report).

The mean of the CM values from the joining method benchmark sites is 0.977 (range 0.639–
1.208), while the range from the other MS of the finalized IC exercise is approximately 0.63–
1.78. It could be concluded that both the mean value and the whole range of the common metric
values from de Balearic Islands data object of this IC exercise, fall within the approximated
range of the CM values from the MED GIG. Thus, as stated in the CIS Guidance Document
nº30, no standardisation is required.
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4. Use OLS regression to establish the relationship between CM_bm (y) and the EQR of the
joining method (x). A specialist case is that when a joining method relies exclusively on the
common metric developed in the completed exercise for its classification rather than devising
an original method (then being more like Option 1). In such cases a regression would be
meaningless as y is directly dependent on x. The goal for an MS choosing to use the CM as the
basis for their method is simple – after any benchmarking their boundaries must simply lie
within one quarter of class of the global mean view.
The regression between the EQR values from the national assessment method (EQR_INVMIB)
and those obtained from the intercalibration common metric (EQR_ICMi) is highly significant,
for the 3 Balearic Islands types combined with R2 = 0.7531 (Figure 1.4).
EQR_INVMIB and EQR_ICMi were also strongly correlated (Pearson test: R = 0.868,
P<0.001) (The requirement during the IC exercise was R>0.5).
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Figure 1.4. OLS regression to establish the relationship between the Balearic Islands joining
method and the intercalibration common metric (EQR_ICMi), for the IC river type RM5.

5. Predict the position of the national class boundaries (MP, GM, HG and reference) on the
CM_bm scale.
National class boundaries predicted on the ICM scale using the relationship established from the
OLS regression, are provided in Table 1.16.
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Table 1.16. Positions of the class boundaries according to the INVMIB
method and predicted positions after translation to the ICM scale.

6. Apply the comparability criteria as summarised in Chapter 6 of the manual.
The global mean views of the H/G and G/M boundaries for IC river type RM5 in the MED GIG
were extracted from the final table of harmonized class boundaries:
H/G boundary global mean view of ICM = 0.975
G/M boundary global mean view of ICM = 0.722
As the national G/M boundary on ICM scale lies above the global mean view, the amount of
this deviation was calculated and expressed as a proportion of the class width (CW) of the
Moderate (national) status on the same scale. The obtained deviation was >0.25. According to
the manual, in that case the G/M boundary can be lowered until the deviation between the
national boundary on the ICM scale and the global view on the same scale is ≤0.25 class widths
(but there is no obligation to make this adjustment). However if the deviation is >0.5, then an
adjustment is strongly recommended. In the Balearic Islands method case the deviation for the
G/M boundary is <0.5, it is still quite high (0.400) (Table 1.17). Thus the G/M boundary was

finally lowered to achieve a deviation ≤0.25. This was done by lowering the G/M boundary
of the national EQR_INVMIB from 0.73 to 0.68 (Table 1.17).
Table 1.17. Summary of boundary values, class widths and boundary bias obtained
for the G/M boundary before and after adjustment.
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The national H/G boundary on ICM scale lies below the global mean view. Thus, the
amount of this deviation was calculated and expressed as a proportion of the class width
(CW) of the High (national) status on the same scale. The obtained deviation was <0.25
(Table 1.18). According to the manual, in that case the H/G boundary meets the
comparability criteria and no adjustment is needed.
Table 1.18. Summary of boundary values, class widths and boundary
bias obtained for the H/G boundary.

1.6. CONCLUSIONS ON THE BALEARIC ISLANDS RM5 TYPE IC
The INVMIB assessment method for the temporary streams (common IC type RM5) of the
Balearic Islands (Spain) was compared with the finalized IC exercise of the Mediterranean
Rivers GIG following the procedure described in the IC guidance nº30. The INVMIB is a
fully compliant WFD assessment method as demonstrate in this report. According Wilby et
al. (2014), the INVMIB is considered a comparable assessment method with the existing
intercalibrated methods. The relationship of the INVMIB method with the common
intercalibration common metric was very good R = 0.868. The H/G boundary on the
common metric scale was within the accepted class boundary. The G/M boundary was
above the boundary on the common metric scale, we adjusted it by lowering the class
boundary for the INVMIB and consequently its EQR. After the adjustment, the deviations
of the national view on the class boundaries expressed as proportions of the corresponding
class widths were 0.233 (G/M) and -0.234 (H/G). It is recommended to submit the method
to the ECOSTAT group for official approval.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
The Mediterranean River GIG finalised the intercalibration (IC) exercise for Phytobenthos
during the second IC phase, with the participation of 6 Member States (Cyprus, France, Italy,
Portugal, Slovenia and Spain), that compared and harmonized their national assessment
systems for the common IC types RM1, RM2, RM4 and RM5. All national methods
addressed a group of common pressures, mainly nutrients and organic matter, and used an IC
Option 2 (comparison of assessment methods using a common metric). The intercalibration
and harmonization were performed only with spring-summer data, with the exception of
Cyprus and Italy. The lack of comparability between MS methods and the insufficient
number of reference sites, made impossible the IC of one of the GIG common types, the
RM3.
This report has for objective to show that the Regional authorities of the Balearic Islands
have developed a fully compliant Water Framework Directive (WFD) phytobenthos
classification method (DIATMIB) (Delgado et al. 2012) for the common type RM5 that
exists in the Balearic Islands, and to fit the assessment system to the completed
intercalibration exercise.
The way forward for verifying the WFD compliance with normative definitions, IC feasibility,
pressure-impact relationships and comparing boundaries, is described in the CIS Guidance
Document n°30: “Procedure to fit new or updated classification methods to the results of a
completed intercalibration exercise” (Wilby et al. 2014).

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
The DIATMIB was developed using diatom samples as a proxy of Phytobenthos, collected
by the Illes Balears Government monitoring program in autumn 2005, winter 2006 and 2008,
and spring 2005, 2006 and 2008. Here we describe the DIATMIB compliance with WFD in
relation with its sampling method, taxonomic resolution, calculation, international and
national reference criteria, class boundaries establishment and pressure-impact relationships.

2.2.1. Sampling method and taxonomic resolution
The sampling design, sample treatment procedure and the study of the diatom communities
were based on the instructions of the European standards (CEN TC230 N68, 2003; EN 13946
2003; EN 14407 2004).
Sampling was performed in three campaigns that took place in autumn (November–December),
winter (February–March) and spring (April–May).
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Two kinds of periphyton samples were scrubbed from hard substrata: some for analysis of
photosynthetic pigment concentration (chlorophyll -Chl a-) and periphytic biomass, and the
others for the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the composition of the benthonic diatom
communities.
Epilithic diatoms were taken from natural substrata (minimum 5 stones) by scraping with a
small toothbrush, and fixed with formaldehyde (4%v) until their analysis in the laboratory. The
samples were digested to remove all organic material and carbonates with hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) and hydrochloric acid (HCl-). Clean diatom suspension was mounted on permanent
microscopic slides prepared with Naphrax®. Diatoms were identified to the lowest taxonomic
level possible and a minimum of 400 diatom valves were counted in each slide.
Sampling for quantitative analysis of periphytic biomass and chlorophyll was performed by
scraping known areas in the surface of submerged stones. Three rocks were randomly chosen
and their upper surface divided in two halves, providing six-replicated samples (20–60 cm2).
Three samples were for the estimation of the chlorophyll (Chl a) and other three to estimate
periphyton biomass as ash-free dry mass (AFDM). Samples of periphyton were taken by
scraping with a toothbrush, rinsed with distilled water, stored in ice and kept in darkness at 4 ◦C
until their analysis in the laboratory. The samples were filtered through Whatman GF/C glassfiber filters, and the Chl a extracted with acetone (90%) at 4ºC for 48 h and kept in darkness. Its
concentration was measured by spectrophotometer, and corrected for degradation products
using the equations given by Lorenzen (1967). Samples for AFDM were filtered in glass-fiber
filters (pre-ashed and weighed), dried to constant mass at 105 ºC for 24 h, and reweighed. Then,
they were placed in a muffle furnace at 505 ºC for 1.5 h to estimate the AFDM (difference
between initial and final ash masses).

2.2.2. Multimetric Calculation
The classification system developed in this study consists of a multimetric index (DIATMIB),
common to all the Balearic Islands national types: R-B01 (mountain streams), R-B02 (canyon
streams) and R-B03 (lowland streams), all them corresponding to the IC common type RM5.
The criteria followed in the development and selection of metrics were: (1) to comply with the
normative definitions of the WFD (European Union 2000), (2) to respond to the gradient of
pressure, (3) to be able to discern reference values from disturbed sites, and (4) the metrics
selected should be non-redundant.
The DIATMIB is a method totally compliant with the WFD normative definitions. It is based on
the use of metrics describing diatom composition (metrics of sensitive and tolerant taxa, PABSS
and PABST, respectively) and abundance (Chl a values as a surrogate for algal biomass) (Table
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2.1), and it shows an ecological response at the community level that can be easily calculated
(see Delgado et al. 2012 for further details). Each individual metric was selected for its potential
as indicator, and their response analysed along general degradation pressure gradients. The
finally selected metrics were averaged in the Diatom Multimetric Index of the Balearic Islands
(DIATMIB) (Table 2.1):
DIATMIB = NPABSS + NPABST + NChl a/max
where PABSS = relative abundance of sensitive taxa; PABST = relative abundance of tolerant
taxa; and Chl a/max = values of periphytic chlorophyll a divided by the maximum of the data
series.
Table 2.1. Summary of the metrics composing the DIATMIB multimetric for the R-B01
(mountain), R-B02 (canyon) and R-B03 (lowland) stream types of the Balearic Islands. Its
expected response to pressure, and the transformations and normalizations necessary to obtain it
are also indicated (based in Pardo et al. 2010).

2.2.3. Ecological status assessment
The ecological status is defined on the basis of the Ecological Quality Ratio (EQR), calculated
by dividing each resulting value of the DIATMIB by the median value of the reference data:
EQR_DIATMIB = measured DIATMIB value / median DIATMIB value of references
Then the obtained values ranged from 0 (worst quality) to >1 (best quality), being the ecological
status classified by one of five classes (high, good, moderate, poor and bad) shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Ecological status levels and corresponding national
boundaries assignment.
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2.2.4. National reference criteria
The reference sites of the Balearic Islands had to satisfy a series of a priori selection criteria
based on the absence of significant pressures in their basins, considering the percentages of
artificial and agricultural land uses, absence of sewage effluents, no hydromorphological
alterations of the stream bank and absence of significant flow regulation (Pardo et al. 2012).
In a first phase 8 sites fulfilling the next criteria (Pardo et al. 2010) were identified:
- Land uses in the basin have not been recently intensified.
- There are no artificial surfaces in the catchment.
- % of agriculture <25% (considering rainfed lands and in absence of irrigated lands).
- Absence of sewage effluents.
- Absence of longitudinal channel alterations.
- Absence of marked discharge reductions in the catchment.
- Absence of flow regulation due to upstream dams.
- Absence of stream bank significant alterations. Connectivity with adjacent trees is maintained.
Another 4 sites were also considered as references regarding its biology, and fulfilled the prior
mentioned criteria with slight modifications:
- Artificial surfaces (<0.4% of catchment area)
- % of agriculture <35% (natural vegetation and rainfed lands. Absence of irrigation).
In a second phase, pressure levels for artificial and agricultural surfaces were restricted to 0%
and ≤ 7% of catchment area respectively, following the conclusions of the review on European
reference thresholds by Pardo et al. (2011). A posterior check with water quality levels and
invertebrate communities was also performed to assure the absence of these pressures in this
area (Pardo et al. 2012). Finally 12 reference sites were identified according to the mentioned
reference selection criteria, represented by a total of 58 diatom samples (Table 2.3; see Delgado
et al. 2012 for further details).
Table 2.3. List of temporary streams and sites fulfilling the Balearic Island reference criteria.
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2.2.5. National boundary setting
- Methodology used to set H/G boundary: The H/G was set as the 25 th percentile (P25) of the
EQR_DIATMIB reference values.
- Methodology used to set the remaining boundaries. Below the 25th percentile, the remaining
quality class boundaries were defined into equal bands.
The G/M boundary was set as H/G boundary- (P25 /4)
The M/P boundary was set as G/M boundary- (P25 /4)
The P/B boundary was set as M/P boundary- (P25 /4)
A posterior adjustment and confirmation of the boundaries was produced looking at the crossing
between the fitted regression lines of paired individual metrics, for its ecological interpretation
following the “Guidance on the intercalibration process 2008-2011” (Schmedtje et al. 2009).
The obtained class boundaries are illustrated in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Officially used class boundaries for the DIATMIB method.

2.2.6. Pressures-impact relationships
A Multimetric index and per ende the individual metrics have to respond to pressure gradients.
The Balearic Island streams (torrents) are mainly affected by pressures related to temporary
organic contamination, diffuse source pollution by nutrients and hydromorphological alterations
of riverbeds and riverbanks.
For the DIATMIB case the pressures-response relationships were evaluated along a general
degradation gradient, covering all the pressures affecting the study sites. This general gradient
was obtained through a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that allowed the integration of the
individual variables in a multiple variable, reflecting the pressure gradient defined by the same.
The first axis (Axis1DEG) was mainly related to DIN, silica and % agriculture in opposition to
O2 (%) (Pardo et al. 2010). A significant correlation among the individual metrics and the
DIATMIB index with the degradation gradient obtained from PCA was found (Table 2.5).
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Table 2.5. Summary of the Spearman correlation coefficients between the DIATMIB
and the individual metrics, and the general degradation gradient. ** P<0.01.

Results also showed sample segregation along the pressure/degradation gradient according to
the DIATMIB values and the localities ecological condition, thus confirming the function of the
DIATMIB multimetric index as indicator. The multimetric response to the general degradation
gradient (Axis1DEG) implies that when pressure increase, the diatom community is affected
and a gradual decline in ecological quality occurs (Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1. DIATMIB distribution along the general degradation gradient
(Axis1DEG) (from Pardo et al. 2010).

In Table 2.6, there is a summary of the Spearman correlation coefficients between the values of
the DIATMIB multimetric or the individual biological metrics, and some independent physicochemical pressure variables that are indicators of organic/nutrient degradation.
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Table 2.6. Spearman correlations among individual metrics and the multimetric DIATMIB with
some physico-chemical variables (n = 255). * P<0.05; **P<0.01 (from Delgado et al. 2012).

DIATMIB showed the highest correlations with phosphates and ammonium (Table 2.6). This
fact reveals its response to nutrients and organic pollution, in line with the results obtained in
the MED GIG exercise for de ICM index.

2.3. COMPLIANCE WITH WFD NORMATIVE DEFINITIONS
After the compliance check we concluded that the DIATMIB method fulfils all the requirements
of the WFD (Table 2.7).
Table 2.7. Assessment of DIATMIB compliance with the WFD normative definitions.
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2.4. IC FEASIBILITY CHECK
2.4.1. Assessment concept
The MED GIG concluded that the IC is feasible as all the methods in the finalized exercise
follow similar assessment concepts based on indicator species. The methods are based basically
in diatom metrics, calculated from species data through relative abundances. DIATMIB is in
line with these assessment concepts. Thus, the method can be accepted and the intercalibration
is feasible.

2.4.2. Typology agreement
According to system A, the Balearic Islands belong to the Iberic-Macaronesian ecoregion. They
are influenced by the Mediterranean climate and the discharge regime is subject of strong
seasonal and annual variability (García et al. 2014). The hydrological system of the islands is
characterized mainly by the existence of temporary streams called “torrents”, which fit within
the characteristics of the IC type RM5. Obligatory descriptors of the WFD (System A: altitude
typology, size typology and geology) and other such as slope and bank morphology were used
to separate these temporary streams into 3 types (Pardo et al. 2010):
R-B01. Mountain streams (located in the mountains). Intermediate slopes.
R-B02. Canyon streams (deep valley between cliffs carved from the landscape, isolated
and with high slopes). These streams have water most of the year, although during
summer water is restricted to pools.
R-B03. Lowland streams. These streams are the most abundant type in the Balearic
Islands, located at low altitude and close to the most populated areas.
The contrast of the proposed typology with the biological elements supported the definition of a
unique diatom reference community for the three geomorphologically predefined stream types
(R-B01, R-B02 and R-B03) (Fig. 2.2), which is common to all the torrents of the Balearic
Islands. This approximation is followed in this IC report, considering a single stream type with a
type-specific diatom community.
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Figure 2.2. Ordination (NMDS) of the diatom community from
the reference sites of the different stream types defined a priori
for the Balearic Islands. Mountain (dark squares), Canyons
(white triangles) and Lowlands (white circles) (from Delgado et
al. 2012).

Within the Med GIG five common IC river types were considered for intercalibration of
phytobenthos (Table 2.8). While RM1, RM2 and RM4 types were treated together throughout
the IC process, RM5 was treated separately due to its distinct hydrological conditions. The RM3
was not intercalibrated in the MED GIG IC exercise.
Table 2.8. Common IC river types in the Mediterranean GIG and MS sharing the types.

In conclusion, for diatoms the three types established for the Balearic Islands (unified in a single
type for IC purposes, according to the similarity of its reference diatom communities) fulfil the
typological criteria of the IC common type RM5, and thus the intercalibration is feasible.
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2.4.3. Pressure addressed
As previously stated, the DIATMIB clearly respond to a general degradation pressure gradient
(first axis of the PCA), showing that when the pressure increases the diatom community is
affected and a gradual decrease in the ecological quality occurs. By the way, the pressureimpact relationships results also show that the DIATMIB responds well to nutrients, especially
to phosphates and ammonium, fact that is in line with the MED GIG results. Thus, in terms of
pressure it could be concluded that the intercalibration is feasible.

2.4.4. National dataset used
The datasets described in this report were checked against the data acceptance criteria as defined
in the MED GIG rivers milestone 6 report for phytobenthos (Table 2.9).
The national dataset used for the DIATMIB development (testing of pressures-response
relationships, boundary setting procedure…) comprised a total of 255 samples coming from 60
sites, all them representing the RM5 IC common type. While the national dataset considered for
the IC exercise comprises only 102 samples corresponding to winter and spring campaigns and
coming from 48 river sites. The existing reference samples within the whole dataset fulfilling IC
criteria for benchmarking and corresponding to winter and spring campaigns, where considered
for IC. As well as a representative and equitable number of no reference sites covering all the
ecological status classes according to DIATMIB. In the MED GIG exercise the data used in the
calculations for intercalibration and harmonization were restricted to spring-summer data, with
the exception of CY and IT, as for the remaining MS boundaries were defined based on springsummer data. However, the studies realised in the Temporary streams of the Balearic Islands
have concluded that mean annual assessment of the ecological status in the temporary streams
related best with the assessment done in late winter and early spring (February and May)
(Pardo et al. 2010). For that in this exercise we have used data corresponding to this period as
the optimum to fit the boundaries with results from the complete Mediterranean rivers IC.
Both the typology and the geographical area coverage by the used dataset are considered good
enough. For each sample land use data (artificial, agricultural, forest and seminatural areas),
physico-chemical

data

(alkalinity,

oxygen,

pH,

temperature,

conductivity,

BOD5,

orthophosphates, nitrates, nitrites, ammonium, sulphates and cations) and biological data
(diatom taxalists) are available. A summary of some selected variables registered within
reference and non reference groups of sites is available in Delgado et al. 2012 for the whole
dataset.
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Table 2.9. Summary of the data acceptance criteria of the MED GIG rivers for phytobenthos.

The 5 classes of ecological status are covered within the dataset and the obtained pressure
gradient is considered appropriate. The final classification results from the DIATMIB
multimetric for the whole dataset indicated that the percentage of samples in the different status
classes were 22.7% (Reference), 11.4% (High), 18.1% (Good), 12.5% (Moderate), 29.8%
(Poor) and 5.5% (Bad) (Delgado et al. 2012). The under-representation for the Bad class was
also revealed in the MED GIG exercise for most common types.
Regarding the sampling and analytical methodology, the diatom samples were collected from
epilithon and the minimum count of valves was 400, while the diatom taxa were identified to
the species or variety level.
In conclusion, for diatoms the three types established for the Balearic Islands (unified in a single
type for IC purposes according to the similarity of its reference diatom communities) fulfilled
the data acceptance criteria of the MED GIG, and thus the dataset could be considered enough
and the intercalibration is feasible.

2.4.5. Conclusions
It is concluded that it is feasible applying the fit-in procedure to DIATMIB, fitting the
method to the results of the completed MED GIG river phytobenthos IC exercise.
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2.5. IC PROCEDURE
Following the diagram for the selection of the fitting procedure (in CIS Guidance nº30), case A1
(Option 2) was identified as the option to carry out the intercalibration exercise. Thus the
procedure for this case from the manual (Wilby et al. 2014) is applied for fitting the DIATMIB
method to the River MED GIG results for the RM5 common type.

2.5.1. Requirements
a. Full details of the common metric (e.g. species scores and metric weights).
In the MED GIG it was concluded that the Intercalibration Common Metric, ICM (according to
Kelly et al. 2009) was the best option to use. The ICM is a multimetric index composed of two
diatom metrics:

-

IPS (Coste in CEMAGREF 1982): this metric measures ‘general water quality’, with low
values corresponding to high pressure levels and, therefore, low EQRs.

-

TI (Rott et al. 1999): a trophic index which needs to be adjusted so that high values
represent high EQR values.
ICM = (EQRIPS + EQRTI)/2

where
EQRIPS = Observed value / reference value*
* (reference value = median IPS value of reference sites for a national dataset)
QRTI = (4-observed value) / (4-reference value*)
*(reference value = median TI value of reference sites for a national dataset)
b. A suitable site x biology dataset covering a range of environmental quality from which the
national EQR and common metric can be calculated.
A total of 102 samples were available covering the 5 classes of ecological status (see subsection
"National dataset used" in Section 2.4).
c. Accompanying pressure data in the same format as that used in the completed exercise.
In subsection “National dataset used” within Section 2.4, pressure data for the whole dataset
are available. In Table 2.10 are indicated some pressure ranges considering only the 102 winter
and spring samples included in this IC exercise.
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Table 2.10. Range of values of some physico-chemical variables at those sites and
samples included in the intercalibration.

The environmental information is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a response to
individual pressures and to a general degradation gradient, in line with MED GIG results.
d. Information on the specific thresholds already used in the completed exercise to define
reference or alternative benchmark sites (e.g. human population density, extent of
agricultural land in catchment, nutrient concentrations etc.).
In the IC exercise the MED GIG established the Reference thresholds (Table 2.11) conditioning
the benchmarks acceptance, for each pressure variable and for all IC types. Thus providing a
common tolerance level for all the types, with the exception of RM5 where different ranges for
water oxygenation were established for low water periods.
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Table 2.11. Thresholds established for each pressure variable and
used by the MEDGIG for IC.

e. Details of exactly how the benchmarking was undertaken in the completed exercise (e.g.
creation of a common metric EQR by dividing the observed value by the median common
metric value of a set of national reference or benchmark sites). If the completed exercise
concluded that benchmarking was not necessary the mean value of the benchmark sites from
each country must be provided so that the joining Member State can also judge the need to
benchmark its own method.
Given benchmark criteria were applied by each MS to identify benchmark sites within each
national dataset. Median values of IPS and TI of the national benchmarks datasets were used for
calculation of the common metric EQR. When the number of available benchmarks for a MS is
low, the global median of the indices composing the ICM (IPS and TI) of all MS has to be used
to calculate ICM.
Linear regression was established between the values of the national method and the common
metric (ICM) so that the national boundaries could be translated to ICM using the equation.
f. Values of the global mean view of the HG and GM boundaries on the common metric scale
for Member States who participated in the completed exercise.
Mean H/G (relevant for RM5): 0.914 (original); 0.914 (harmonized)
Mean G/M (relevant for RM5): 0.688 (original); 0.691 (harmonized)
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2.5.2. Process
1. Calculate the common metric (ICM) on the national dataset.
The common metric used in the IC exercise (ICM) was calculated according to the formula:
ICM = (EQRIPS + EQRTI)/2
EQRIPS = Observed value / reference value*
QRTI = (4-observed value) / (4-reference value*)
Reference values for IPS and TI represent the median value of each metric in the reference sites
of the national database (in this case the reference sites complaining the reference selection
criteria and corresponding to samples collected during the winter and spring campaigns, that
were the ones subject of this IC exercise). ICM results are shown in Table 2.12.
Table 2.12. List of national winter and spring IC sites with its DIATMIB
and ICM values, as well as the corresponding EQRs. The sample code
indicated in the table is a combination of the site code + campaign (pri =
spring; inv = winter) + year.
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Table 2.12. Continued.
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Table 2.12. Continued.

2. Use the associated pressure data to identify sites in the national dataset that meet the criteria
established by the GIG for the selection of benchmark or reference sites.
The MED GIG provides numbers of reference samples instead of reference sites and we
followed the same approach. After checking the MED GIG requirements for identifying
benchmarking, a total of 37 reference samples (from the total of 49 available in the whole
dataset for the winter and spring campaigns) were accepted as references and used in this IC
exercise (Table 2.13).
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Table 2.13. Balearic Islands winter and spring samples fulfilling criteria for benchmarking.
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3. Standardise the common metric (CM_bm) against the benchmark according to the approach
used in the completed exercise. If benchmark standardisation was concluded not to be required
in the completed exercise the mean CM value of the joining method’s benchmark sites must lie
inside the range of mean values of the benchmark sites of the methods already intercalibrated
for this conclusion to remain applicable. If the joining method’s benchmark sites lie outside of
this range the joining method must benchmark standardise its sites relative to the global mean
CM value of the benchmark sites included in the completed exercise. These scenarios are
illustrated in Table 1 and 2.
The MED GIG report didn’t provide the range of mean CM values of benchmark sites of the
methods already intercalibrated for all the MS. With the purpose of determining the need of
standardisation in this IC exercise, the mentioned range is inferred from a diagram for the
common metric values from all benchmark sites provided in the MED GIG report for the RM5
common type (Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Comparison between winter-autumn and spring-summer
ICM values for RM5 type, considering all MS and only benchmarks
(from MED GIG report).

The mean of the CM values from the joining method benchmark sites is 0.944 (range 0.628–
1.058), while the range from the other MS of the finalized IC exercise is approximately 0.5–1.8.
It could be concluded that both the mean value and the whole range of the common metric
values from de Balearic Island data object of this IC exercise, fall within the approximated
range of the CM values from the MED GIG. Thus, as stated in the CIS Guidance Document
nº30, no standardisation is required.
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4. Use OLS regression to establish the relationship between CM_bm (y) and the EQR of the
joining method (x). A specialist case is that when a joining method relies exclusively on the
common metric developed in the completed exercise for its classification rather than devising
an original method (then being more like Option 1). In such cases a regression would be
meaningless as y is directly dependent on x. The goal for an MS choosing to use the CM as the
basis for their method is simple – after any benchmarking their boundaries must simply lie
within one quarter of class of the global mean view.
The regression between the

EQR values

from the

national

assessment

method

(EQR_DIATMIB) and those obtained from the intercalibration common metric (ICM) is highly
significant, with R2 = 0.9234 (Figure 2.4).
EQR_DIATMIB and ICM were also strongly correlated (Pearson test: R = 0.961, P<0.001)
(The requirement during the IC exercise was R>0.5).
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Figure 2.4. OLS regression to establish the relationship between the Balearic Islands joining method
and the intercalibration common metric (ICM), for the IC river type RM5.
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5. Predict the position of the national class boundaries (MP, GM, HG and reference) on the
CM_bm scale.
National class boundaries predicted on the ICM scale using the relationship established from the
OLS regression, are provided in Table 2.14.
Table 2.14. Positions of the class boundaries according to the DIATMIB
method and predicted positions after translation to the ICM scale.

6. Apply the comparability criteria as summarised in Chapter 6 of the manual.
The global mean views of the H/G and G/M boundaries for IC river type RM5 in the MED GIG
were extracted from the final table of harmonized class boundaries:
H/G boundary global mean view of ICM = 0.914
G/M boundary global mean view of ICM = 0.691
As the national G/M boundary on ICM scale lies above the global mean view, the amount of
this deviation was calculated and expressed as a proportion of the class width (CW) of the
Moderate (national) status on the same scale. The obtained deviation was >0.25. According to
the manual, in that case the G/M boundary can be lowered until the deviation between the
national boundary on the ICM scale and the global view on the same scale is ≤0.25 class widths
(but there is no obligation to make this adjustment). However if the deviation is >0.5, then an
adjustment is strongly recommended. In the Balearic Islands method case the deviation for the
G/M boundary is <0.5, it is still quite high (0.422) (Table 2.15). Thus the G/M boundary was
finally lowered. Although to achieve a final deviation <0.25 it would be necessary to lower the
boundary from 0.73 to 0.67, as the adjustment is not obligated the final decision was to lowering
it only to 0.68. The reason was that this is the G/M boundary adjustment for the other biological
quality element (macroinvertebrates) subject of IC for rivers of the Balearic Islands, and it is
more practical to have a single boundary for both elements. Besides, the final deviation with an
adjustment of 0.68 is not much greater than 0.25 (Table 2.15).
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Table 2.15. Summary of boundary values, class widths and boundary bias
obtained for the G/M boundary before and after adjustment.

The national H/G boundary on ICM scale also lies above the global mean view. Thus, the
amount of this deviation was calculated and expressed as a proportion of the class width
(CW) of the Good (national) status on the same scale. The obtained deviation was <0.25
(Table 2.16). According to the manual, in that case the H/G boundary meets the
comparability criteria and no adjustment is needed.
Table 2.16. Summary of boundary values, class widths and boundary bias
obtained for the H/G boundary.

However the adjustment of the G/M boundary to 0.68 entailed a change of the good
status class width, and hence a change in the final deviation of the H/G boundary
expressed as proportion of the mentioned class width. Thus the final deviation for the
H/G boundary was 0.122 (<0.25, no adjustment is still needed).
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2.6. CONCLUSIONS ON THE BALEARIC ISLANDS RM5 TYPE IC
The DIATMIB assessment method for the temporary streams (common IC type RM5) of
the Balearic Islands (Spain) was compared with the finalized IC exercise of the
Mediterranean Rivers GIG following the procedure described in the IC guidance nº30. The
DIATMIB is a fully compliant WFD assessment method as demonstrate in this report.
According Wilby et al. (2014), the DIATMIB is considered a comparable assessment
method with the existing intercalibrated methods. The relationship of the DIATMIBmethod with the common intercalibration common metric was very good R = 0.961. The
H/G boundary on the common metric scale was within the accepted class boundary. The
G/M boundary was above the boundary on the common metric scale, we partially adjusted
it by lowering the class boundary for the DIATMIB and consequently its EQR. After the
adjustment, the deviations of the national view on the class boundaries expressed as
proportions of the corresponding class width were 0.261 (G/M) and 0.122 (H/G). It is
recommended to submit the method to the ECOSTAT group for official approval.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION


SPAIN



Benthic invertebrates



Transitional water bodies (Oligohaline, Mesohaline chocked and restricted, and
Poly-euhaline chocked)

The TW Mediterranean GIG finalised the intercalibration (IC) exercise for Benthic
invertebrates with the participation of 3 Member States (Italy, France and Greece), that
compared and harmonized their national assessment systems for the common types
Mediterranean Coastal lagoon Poly-euhaline restricted and Mesohaline Chocked. The
national methods addressed the eutrophication pressure, and used an IC Option 3 (when a
common biological metric was not used in the completed exercise). There were not enough
data for the IC of the other GIG common types Coastal lagoon Oligohaline, Coastal lagoons
Poly-euhaline chocked and Estuaries.
With this report we intend to fill in the existing gap (Gap N 3) for the Illes Balears (Spain),
showing that the Regional authorities of the Balearic Islands have developed a fully Water
Framework Directive (WFD) compliant benthic invertebrates classification method for the
common types Oligohaline, Mesohaline chocked, Mesohaline restricted and Poly-euhaline
chocked that exist in the Balearic Islands.
The way forward for filling intercalibration gaps by MS is described in the document
“Intercalibration of biological assessment methods – remaining open issues and proposed way
forward”. The gaps have to be filled by 2016, and in order to achieve this, the IC reports (from
the GIGs or Member States) have to be:
- Submitted to the Intercalibration steering
- Reviewed by the IC review panel (in cases if no problems, reviews can be omitted);
- Presented at ECOSTAT meetings and agreed by ECOSTAT working group.
In particular, Gap N 3 addresses the situation where the GIG work has been finalised and it is
not possible to IC the method according to the final results. In the case of the Balearic Islands
the reasons are: 1) that the finalised GIG results (MED TW GIG) did not include the IC most
common types covered by the new classification method (e.g. Oligohaline, Mesohaline
restricted and Poly-euhaline chocked) developed for the Balearic Islands, and 2) that for the
type Mesohaline chocked it was not possible to IC using the metric already intercalibrated in
the MED GIG TW exercise (M-AMBI) as common metric for the Balearic Islands case.
The way forward, is that Member States have to show that their methods are compliant with the
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WFD normative definitions, with a detailed description of the assessment methods and
evaluation of their WFD compliance, and a description of the reasons why an IC was not
feasible (or refer to the GIG report, if this is explained in the GIG report).

3.2. DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT METHODS
The MIBIIN was developed using Benthic invertebrate samples collected by the Illes Balears
Government monitoring program between 2005 and 2008 (Campaings: May–June 2005,
November–December 2005, February–March 2006, May–June 2006, February–March 2008
and May–June 2008). Here we describe the MIBIIN compliance with WFD in relation with its
sampling method, taxonomic resolution, calculation, national reference criteria, class
boundaries and presure-impact relationships.

3.2.1. Methods and required BQE parameters
Table 3.1. Overview of the metrics included in the national method according to common types.

The classification system developed in this study consists of a multimetric index (MIBIIN),
type-specific for the different Balearic Islands coastal lagoons salinity types: oligohaline,
mesohaline and euhaline, corresponding to the IC common types Oligohaline, Mesohaline
chocked, Mesohaline restricted and Poly-euhaline chocked for TW. The criteria followed to
select the metrics were: (1) to comply with the normative definitions of the WFD (European
Union 2000), (2) to respond to the gradient of pressure, (3) to be able to discern reference
values from disturbed sites, and (4) the metrics selected should be non-redundant.
The MIBIIN is compliant with the WFD, as it is based on the use of individual metrics selected
following the requirements of the normative definitions (i.e. abundance, diversity and ratio of
sensitive-tolerance taxa) (see Lucena-Moya et al. 2012 for further details). Based on current
literature (e.g. Barbour et al. 1999; Kashian and Burton 2000) a great number metrics
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commonly used in assessment and covering all the required BQE parameters were selected as
candidates (e.g., richness at the genus level, relative richness (e.g. number of genera with
respect to total richness), relative abundance of several taxa (e.g. %Ablabesmyia/Tanytarsus,
%Orthocladiinae/Chironomidae), several diversity measures (e.g., Shannon–Wiener, Simpson’s
index, percentage of the three dominant taxa)). Finally only 8 of the individual metrics (3 for
oligohaline, 3 for mesohaline and 2 for euhaline) made up the MIBIN. The final selection of
these eight metrics was due to their best performance fulfilling the aforementioned criteria and
for its potential as indicator, as their response were analysed along to pressure gradients, thus
explaining possible absences in some parameter for some coastal lagoon type. The finally
selected metrics per type were averaged in the Multimetric Index of Balearic Islands based on
Invertebrates (MIBIIN). The three MIBIIN indices selected for each intercalibrated salinity type
(Table 3.2) are:
oligo-MIBIIN = Σfrequency of sensitive genera + genera richness + frequency of (Cyprideis
torosa +Polychaeta),
meso-MIBIIN = Σsensitive genera richness + Bray–Curtis similarity + frequency of
(Amphipoda + Gastropoda + Isopoda)
euh-MIBIIN = Σsensitive genera richness + frequency of Artemia salina.
To combine individual metrics to make up the MIBIIN they have to be in the same scale, thus is
previously necessary to standardise them dividing by the median of the reference sites. After
that individual metrics can be added to produce the MIBIN.
Table 3.2. Metrics composing the MIBIIN multimetric for the oligohaline, meshohaline and euhaline
transitional waters types for the Balearic Islands. The expected responses to pressure, the transformations
and the normalizations necessary to obtain it are also indicated (from Lucena-Moya et al. 2012).

The ecological status is defined on the basis of the Ecological Quality Ratio (EQR), calculated
by dividing each resulting value of the MIBIIN by the median value of the reference data:
EQR_MIBIIN = measured MIBIIN value / median MIBIIN values of references
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Then the obtained values ranged from 0 (worst quality) to >1 (best quality), being the
ecological status classified by one of five classes (high, good, moderate, poor and bad) shown
in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Ecological status levels and corresponding national boundaries.

3.2.2. Sampling and data processing
Invertebrate samples (macro- and micro- invertebrates) were collected using a hand-net (25x25
cm frame net, 250-mm mesh size) and following a protocol based on a multi-habitat survey (e.g.
Barbour et al. 1999). Different habitats (vegetated shores, shores without vegetation, bare soft
sediment, and submerged macrophytes) are taken into account in the sampling. Depending on
each coastal lagoons habitat heterogeneity and extension, several sampling sites were
differentiated (22 lagoons with 1 site vs. 12 lagoons with ≥2-6 sites).
Abundance (individuals by sample) is related to number of “sweeps” (capture per unit effort,
CPUE). 10 sweeps per sampling site were took in 2005–2006 and 20 sweeps in 2008 (this
change was produced to harmonize the sampling protocols with the remaining Spanish research
groups, with a view to the European IC exercises).
The area sampled in each sweep was constant, 0.125m2 (25-cm width by 50-cm length). The
sampling was carried out in a littoral band (ca. 50 x 3 m) of the coastal lagoon. The technique
used to sample different habitats afore mentioned was similar to one used by Trigal et al. (2007)
(i.e., plants were disturbed by sweep netting up and down in the vegetation stands to a depth of
about 5–10 cm off the bottom sediment; then, dislodge material and animals were collected. In
sediment and shores without vegetation, first the bottom sediment was disturbed with the net
edge to resuspend the animals living in it; and next, the net was swept around to collect the
resuspended material and animals). This methodology allows capturing the maximum
biodiversity, which in coastal lagoons is generally found at shoreline rather than in deeper
water. Besides, due to the shallowness of the coastal lagoons studied, especially in the littoral
area, planktonic taxa (living in the benthos many of them) are present in the water column and
are inevitable to collect.
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The samples were preserved in 70% ethanol and once in the laboratory, they were sorted using
sieves of different pore size (5 mm, 1 mm and 0.1 mm). Individuals were identified to the
lowest taxonomic level possible (i.e., species or genus); although some taxa whose
identifications were more complicated, were identified to superior taxominc levels (e.g., Diptera
–family–, Nematoda –order–, Oligochaeta –class– or Acari –class–). Moreover, some
individuals were identified to family level because their small size that did not allow better
taxonomic resolution (e.g., some individuals of the orders Odonata and Heteroptera).

3.2.3. National reference conditions
Evaluation of the level of pressures at the catchment level; collection of information on land use
within determined bands around the wetlands and field ascertainment (Lucena-Moya et al.,
2009). A modified methodology based on U.S. EPA 2000, was applied with this purpose. An a
priori screening of pressures was initially performed based on the existing regional wetlands
inventories and cartography, as well as in satellite and aerial photographs. This a priori analysis
consisted on: a) evaluation of the level of pressures at the catchment level, or in the influential
surrounding areas whereas the stream inputs are not relevant; b) collection of information on
land use within determined bands around the wetlands; and c) field ascertainment on the
absence of pressures. Two buffer zones were distinguished around the selected sampling sites to
evaluate the pressures. The first one corresponds to the area immediate to the edge (< 50 m
band) and the second band goes from the 50 m that limit the first band to the following 300 m.
In the first buffer zone, the selected pressures have to be absent: agriculture (extensive or
intensive), roads-trails, artificial/urban uses, non site pollution, channels/sluice gates or
recreational activities (Table 3.4). In this first buffer any exotic species can be present among
the vegetation, thus only autochthonous vegetation is possible (Table 3.4). The second buffer is
a more permissive zone for pressures, allowing the presence of low levels of extensive
agriculture (but not intensive) and recreational activities, as well as wooded ways or trails (not
asphalted roads), channels or sluice gates that not influence water connexion; and the presence
of some exotic species (Table 3.4). The a posteriori evaluation of the a priori selected sites
consisted on checking for consistency using information on water physico-chemistry and
biological communities. A total of 6 sites were identified and used as references for the
development of the MIBIIN index (2 per salinity type) (see Lucena et al. 2012 for further
details). In table 3.5 there is a summary of the main environmental variables defining the
reference conditions for each coastal lagoon type.
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Tabla 3.4. List of pressures evaluated within the two buffer bands used to define
reference conditions and thus to select reference sites in the small coastal lagoons of
the Balearic Islands (Lucena-Moya et al. 2009).

Table 3.5. Major environmental features (mean ± SD) that
characterize the reference samples collected in the reference sites for
the Balearic Island transitional waters types. The number of samples
is indicated in brackets (adapted from Lucena-Moya et al. 2012).

3.2.4. National Boundary setting
- Methodology used to set H/G boundary: The H/G was set as the 25 th percentile (P25) of the
EQR_MIBIIN reference values.
- Methodology used to set the remaining boundaries: Below the 25th percentile, the remaining
quality class boundaries were defined into equal bands.
The G/M boundary was set as H/G boundary- (P25 /4)
The M/P boundary was set as G/M boundary- (P25 /4)
The P/B boundary was set as M/P boundary- (P25 /4)
We averaged the three values per boundary to obtain one single value for each class boundary
across the three salinity types. A posterior adjustment and confirmation of the boundaries was
produced looking at the crossing between the fitted regression lines of paired individual
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metrics, for its ecological interpretation following the “Guidance on the intercalibration process
2008-2011” (Schmedtje et al. 2009). The obtained class boundaries are illustrated in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6. Officially used class boundaries for the MIBIIN method.

3.2.5. Pressures addressed
A Multimetric index and the individual metrics have to respond to pressure gradients. To obtain
the pressure gradients Factor Analysis (FA), with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was
performed. For the MIBIIN and for each individual metric, PCA scores were evaluated as
explanatory variables of their response to the gradient of pressure. We fitted a general lineal
model (multiple regressions); we searched for the best subset of explanatory variables (PCA
axes) using a forward stepwise procedure selection. For these analyses the MIBIIN values were
introduced under the form of EQR. The obtained results on regression and correlation analysis
confirmed the function of the MIBIIN multimetric index as indicator (Fig. 3.1). In Table 3.7 the
relation among the environmental variables and the axes of the PCAs defining the pressure
gradients are given.
Table 3.7. Variable loading in axes (PC1 to PC4) obtained from factor analysis for each type of coastal
lagoon. Numbers in bold indicate values above (0.7).
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Figure 3.1. Dispersion plots showing the significant trends of the multimetric index of the Balearic Island
based on invertebrates (MIBIIN) as ecological quality ratio values (EQR) against the gradients of
pressure for each type.
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3.3. WFD COMPLIANCE CHECKING
The first step in the Intercalibration process requires the checking of national methods
considering the following WFD compliance criteria (Table 3.8).
Table 3.8. List of the WFD compliance criteria and the WFD compliance checking process and results.

After the compliance check we concluded that the MIBIIN method fulfils all the requirements
of the WFD (Table 3.8).
However a comment should be done regarding the inclusion of the zooplankton as part of
MIBIN. The exclusion of the plankton as biological quality element in the WFD has already
been criticized by other authors (Boix et al. 2005; Moss et al. 2003). Microcrustaceans have
properties (e.g., they are ubiquitous, respond to disturbance gradients) which make them
suitable as quality indicator (see Boix et al. 2005 and references therein) and have been used as
such by several authors (e.g., Bianchi et al. 2003; Boix et al. 2005). The collection of the
plankton fraction together with the benthic one is inevitable in shallow systems as coastal
lagoons are; they should be indispensable for the determination of the ecological quality of
shallow lagoons (Scheffer 1998; Moss et al. 2003).
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3.4. IC FEASIBILITY CHECKING
3.4.1. Typology
The CL-Mesohaline chocked type was intercalibrated between France, Italy and Greece. The
other three types existing in the Islands, Oligohaline, Mesohaline restricted and Poly-euhaline
Chocked were not intercalibrated in the IC exercise. The correspondence with the coastal
lagoons common IC types and the types main characteristics are shown in table 3.9.
Table 3.9. Common IC types existing in the Balearic Islands.

3.4.2. Pressures addressed
Yes, the MIBIIN address the pressures of Eutrophication intercalibrated in the TW MED GIG.
See above subsection 3.2.5. Pressures addressed, to see the significant response of the
EQR_MIBIIN to nutrients and organic pollution variables.

3.4.3. Assessment concept
The already IC method in the TW MED GIG exercise (M-AMBI) is focused on soft bottom
macroinvertebrates, based on the abundance of sensitive/tolerant species faced with the
increased or decreased disturbance. The 3 MS that IC their methods (M-AMBI) in the GIG
exercise, collected samples by grab sampler; while in the MIBIIN case a litoral net sweeping for
2.5 m2 in different habitats approach is used.

3.4.4. Conclusion on the intercalibration feasibility
There are two main reasons why de IC is not attainable for the MIBIIN case according to the
final results of the MED GIG TW intercalibration exercise.
1) Three of the 4 common types covered by the MIBIIN have not been intercalibrated.
2) The Balearic Islands multimetric (MIBIIN) is not conceptually comparable with the method
already intercalibrated (M-AMBI) for the common type Mesohaline chocked.
Regarding methodological aspects, the M-AMBI samples of the intercalibrated methods for
the three MS are collected by grab sampler; while in the MIBIIN case a littoral net
sweeping for 2.5 m2 area with a multiple habitat sampling approach is used.
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Considering the application of the metric, initially the AMBI was designed to establish the
ecological quality of European coastal waters. This index has been validated for use with
coastal and estuarine benthic fauna. However, the sampling locations initially selected for
this IC exercise are mostly located within endorreic lagoons or are the final section of
temporary rivers in the coast, with highly variable salinity fluctuations (Basset et al. 2012).
The observed fauna is characterised by a low proportion of marine taxa and high
proportions of epicontinental taxa, adapted to the ecological characteristics of these lagoons.
This fact has resulted in the virtual impossibility of applying the M-AMBI for the three
common types existing in the Balearic Islands (Poly-euhaline, mesohaline and oligohaline),
according to the recommendations and truncation rules given in Borja et al. 2005.
Attending to the exclusion criteria exposed in Borja et al. 2005, excepting for the
mesohaline type stations with salinity <10, the initial matrices for all the other types were
reduced in more than 50% prior to the index calculation. Thus the use of a biotic ecological
quality index, omitting such amount of fauna seems not to be the best approach. The three
main criteria (truncation rules) that have been necessary to apply were as follows:
- Remove all freshwater taxa
- In salinity >10, remove insecta
- Remove epifaunal taxa
Being the insects (most of which resulted to be freshwater taxa), the ones that contributed
the most to the matrices reduction. By the way, this significant reduction has also entailed
that some samples resulted to be with no taxa and therefore the calculation of AMBI would
not be possible for them, as well as some other samples remained only with 1 to 3 taxa, fact
that according to Borja et al. 2005 may reduce the robustness of the calculation.
Finally, in addition to the already high reduction of the matrices, often the percentage of
taxa not assigned to any group in the reduced matrices was above 20 and even 50% for
many samples of the eu- and oligohaline types. According to Borja et al. 2005 when the
percentage of non assigned taxa is >20%, the results should be evaluated with care, and
when it is >50%, the AMBI should not be used. Attending each typology individually we
found that:
- For the euhaline type the initial matrix was reduced in a 73% according to the
truncation rules exposed above. This reduction also implies that of the 21 available
samples 9 had no taxa, 8 ended with 1 to 3 taxa, 4 with a percentage of non assigned
taxa >20% and 2 of them >50%.
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- For the mesohaline type with salinity >10, the initial matrix was reduced in a 62%
according to the truncation rules exposed above. This reduction also implies that of
the 17 available samples 9 ended with only 1 to 3 taxa.
- For the meshohaline type with salinity <10, the initial matrix was reduced in a 48%
according to the truncation rules exposed above.
- For the oligohaline type the initial matrix was reduced in a 68% according to the
truncation rules exposed above. This reduction also implies that of the 30 available
samples 5 ended with only 1 to 3 taxa, 9 with a percentage of non assigned taxa
>20% and 4 of them >50%.
For all that reasons, the use of M-AMBI as common metric for IC the MIBIIN for the
Mesohaline chocked common type, was not possible for this intercalibration exercise.

3.5. DESCRIPTION OF THE BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Although general data on the benthic invertebrates communities are publicated for the Balearic
Islands coastal lagoons (see Lucen-Moya et al. 2010 for further details), the publication and
description of the biological communities along degradation gradients is still under study. Once
the Illes Balears Government obtains more samples from its monitoring program, the biological
communities at each status class will be defined.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION


SPAIN (Balearic Islands)



Phytoplankton



Transitional water bodies (Oligohaline and mesohaline Coastal Lagoons)

The TW Mediterranean GIG finalised the intercalibration (IC) exercise for Phytoplankton with
the participation of 3 Member States (Italy, France and Greece), that compared and harmonized
their national assessment systems for the common type “Mediterranean Coastal lagoon Polyeuhaline”. The national methods addressed the eutrophication pressure, and used an IC Option 2
(indirect comparison of assessment methods using a common metric). The intercalibration was
performed only for summer Chla data. There were not enough data for the IC of the other GIG
common types Coastal lagoon Oligohaline, Coastal lagoons Mesohaline and Estuaries.
With this report we intend to fill in the existing gap (Gap N 3) for the Illes Balears (Spain),
showing that the Regional authorities of the Balearic Islands have developed a fully Water
Framework Directive (WFD) compliant phytoplankton classification methods for the common
types Oligohaline and Mesohaline Coastal Lagoons that exist in the Balearic Islands.
The way forward for filling intercalibration gaps by MS is described in the document
“Intercalibration of biological assessment methods – remaining open issues and proposed way
forward”. The gaps have to be filled by 2016, and in order to achieve this, the IC reports (from
the GIGs or Member States) have to be:


Submitted to the Intercalibration steering



Reviewed by the IC review panel (in cases if no problems, reviews can be omitted)



Presented at ECOSTAT meetings and agreed by ECOSTAT working group.

In particular, Gap N 3 addresses the situation where the GIG work has been finalised and it is not
possible to IC the method according to the final results. This is the case of the Balearic Islands.
The finalised GIG results (MED TW GIG) did not include the IC of the common types covered
by the new classification method (e.g. Oligohaline and Mesohaline) developed for the Balearic
Islands.
The way forward, is that Member States have to show that their methods are compliant with the
WFD normative definitions, with a detailed description of the assessment methods and evaluation
of their WFD compliance, and a description of the reasons why an IC was not feasible (or refer to
the GIG report, if this is explained in the GIG report).
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4.2. DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT METHODS
The PHYTOMIBI was developed using Phytoplankton samples collected by the Illes Balears
Government monitoring program in winter and spring of 2008. Here we describe the PHYTOMIBI compliance with WFD in relation with its sampling method, taxonomic resolution,
calculation, national reference criteria, class boundaries and presure-impact relationships.

4.2.1 Methods and required BQE parameters
Table 4.1. Overview of the metrics included in the national method.

The classification system developed in this study consists of a multimetric index (PHYTOMIBI) for each of the two types of coastal lagoons, oligohaline and mesohaline. The criteria
followed to select the metrics were: (1) to comply with the normative definitions of the WFD
(i.e., abundance, diversity and ratio of tolerant-sensitive taxa), (2) to respond to the gradient of
pressure able to discern references from disturbed sites.
The multimetrics are composed by metrics describing composition and abundance of the
phytoplanktonic taxa, and phytoplankton biomass. The metrics composing the PHYTO-MIBI
include phytoplankton biomass (Chlorophyll-a in μg/L), percentages of Cyanobacteria, Diatoms,
Cryptophyceae and Prasinophytes (Table 4.2). Each individual metric was selected for its
potential as indicator, analyzing their response to pressure gradients for each lagoon type
(Oligohaline and mesohaline). The final metrics selected per type were averaged in a multimetric
index (Pardo et al., 2010).
The PHYTOMIBI does not include the frequency and intensity of algal blooms. The Balearic
lsland’ s transitional coastal lagoons are small and numerous. A major effort was performed to
sample all them initially in the development of the method. Meanwhile, bloom frequency was
very difficult to assess with precision, because the water bodies are numerous (n=30) and
remotely located, and the impossibility of adjusting sampling timing with possible bloom
existence was very low. For that, and taking into account that the other metrics of abundance and
composition composing the PHYTOMIBI responded in a significant way to existing pressures in
the Balearic Islands, this parameter of the phytoplankton was not considered in the assessment
method development.
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Table 4.2. Summary of metrics composing the PHYTOMIBI multimetrics for the Oligohaline and
Mesohaline lagoons, its response to pressure, transformation and normalization to calculate EQR.

4.2.2. Sampling and data processing
Phytoplankton samples were collected in winter and spring 2008. Chlorophyll a and ash-free dry
mass (AFDM) were estimated from three separate replicates of a known volume of water filtered
in situ with a hand-pump through a glass fibre filter (Whatman GF/F with a pore size 0.45 μm; in
the case of the AFDM the filters were pre-weighted) (see Lucena-Moya et al., 2009 for further
details).
Phytoplankton composition was assessed with water samples taken in 125ml glass bottles at
around 20 cm depth and preserved in situ with 2.5mL of glutaraldehide 2%. Samples were hold
at 4ºC in darkness conditions until its process in the laboratory. Phytoplankton analyses were
carried out filtering 10 ml samples through a 0.2µm membrane filter (Millipore GTTP de Ø 25
mm), drying later the filtered material. Because of the sample salinity, the salt retained on the
filters was removed adding 5ml of distilled water and the samples were again filtered and dried.
After this, the material on the filter was dehydrated by washing successively with 50%, 80%,
90% and 99% aqueous ethanol. Each dried filter was placed onto a drop of immersion oil in the
centre of a slide and 2 more drops were added on the top side of the filter. Finally, a coverglass
was placed on the top of the filter. Algal counts were made by epifluorescence microscopy with
a Nikon Optiphot microscope, using a 100× oil-immersion objective. This technique is based on
the observation of morphological characters and the pigments colour to classifly phytoplankton.
A minimum of 300 cells was counted and at least 100 cells of the species or genera more
abundant were counted with an error lower than 20% (Lund et al., 1958).
The assessment concept is based on the different phytoplankton functional groups depending on
different TW typologies. Water samples are taken in the superficial layer, and recounts are at
Class level and higher taxonomic level than Genus.
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4.2.3. National reference conditions
The evaluation of the level of pressures was performed at the catchment level, combined with
the collection of information on land use within determined bands around the wetlands and field
confirmation (Lucena-Moya et al., 2009). A modified methodology based on U.S. EPA 2000,
was applied with this purpose. An a priori screening of pressures was initially performed based
on the existing regional wetlands inventories and cartography, as well as in satellite and aerial
photographs. This a priori analysis consisted on: a) evaluation of the level of pressures at the
catchment level, or in the influential surrounding areas whereas the stream inputs are not
relevant; b) collection of information on land use within determined bands around the wetlands;
and c) field ascertainment on the absence of pressures. Two buffer zones were distinguished
around the selected sampling sites to evaluate the pressures. The first one corresponds to the area
immediate to the edge (< 50 m band) and the second band goes from the 50 m that limit the first
band to the following 300 m. In the first buffer zone, the selected pressures have to be absent:
agriculture (extensive or intensive), roads-trails, artificial/urban uses, non site pollution,
channels/sluice gates or recreational activities (Table 4.3). In this first buffer any exotic species
can be present among the vegetation, thus only autochthonous vegetation is possible (Table 4.3).
The second buffer is a more permissive zone for pressures, allowing the presence of low levels
of extensive agriculture (but not intensive) and recreational activities, as well as wooded ways or
trails (not asphalted roads), channels or sluice gates that not influence water connexion; and the
presence of some exotic species (Table 4.3). The a posteriori evaluation of the a priori selected
sites consisted on checking for consistency using information on water physico-chemistry and
biological communities.
Tabla 4.3. List of pressures evaluated within the two buffer bands used to define
reference conditions and thus to select reference sites in the small coastal lagoons of the
Balearic Islands (Lucena-Moya et al. 2009).
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4.2.4. National Boundary setting
The methodology used to set up the Boundaries was the same for both TW types of the
PHYTOMIBI (Pardo et al. 2010). The 25th percentile of the Reference Conditions was used as
the H/G boundary. A posterior adjustment and confirmation of the boundary was produced
looking at the crossing between the two metrics, for its ecological interpretation following the
boundary setting protocol.
For the G/M boundary. Below the 25th percentile, the remaining quality class boundaries were
defined into equal bands. A posterior adjustment and confirmation of the boundary was
produced looking at the crossing between the two metrics, for its ecological interpretation
following the boundary setting protocol (Pardo et al. 2010). The final boundaries are indicated in
table 4.4.
Two tables with the mean values and median values of each metric included in the MIBIIN for
the two coastal lagoon types are given (Tables 4.5 and 4.6).
Table 4.4. Officially used class boundaries for the PHYTOMIBI method.

Table 4.5. Mean, median and SE of Chla a values for the references and status
classes of the EQR PHYTOMIBI in Oligohaline Coastal Lagoons.

Table 4.6. Mean, median and SE of metric values for the references and status
classes of the EQR PHYTOMIBI in Mesohaline Coastal Lagoons.
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4.2.5. Pressures addressed
A Multimetric index and per ende the individual metrics have to respond to pressure gradients.
Summary of the Pearson correlation coefficients (Table 4.7) and regressions values between the
PHYTOMIBI and independent pressure variables (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2), for each type of coastal
lagoons. Dependent variables were the PHYTOMIBI (as EQR), composition groups and Chl a,
and the independent variables were the variables related with pressures (TP, P_PO 4, DIN, NNO3, N_NO2, DIN/P_PO4, TRIX (calculated for both types without Chl a, and for the
mesohaline without O2)) (Table 4.8).
Table 4.7. Summary of the Pearson correlation coefficients between the PHYTOMIBI and
independent pressure variables. Marked in bold Pearson correlations p <0 .05.

Table 4.8. Summary of the pressures addressed and the strength of the relationships with PHYTOMIBI.
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Figure 4.1. Regression between mean values of EQR_PHYTOMIBI
and TP for the Oligohaline type.
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Figure 4.2. Regression between mean values of EQR_PHYTOMIBI
and TP for the Mesohaline type.
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4.3. WFD COMPLIANCE CHECKING
The first step in the Intercalibration process requires the checking of national methods
considering the following WFD compliance criteria (Table 4.9).
Table 4.9. List of the WFD compliance criteria and the WFD compliance checking process and results.

4.4. IC FEASIBILITY CHECKING
4.4.1. Typology
The CL-Poly-euhaline type was intercalibrated between France, Italy and Greece. All types in
the Balearic Islands are included within the IC common types. The Balearic Islands do not have
an assessment method for the Poly-euhaline intercalibrated type for reasons explained below.
The other two types existing in the Islands, Oligohaline and Mesohaline were not intercalibrated
in the IC exercise. The correspondence with the coastal lagoons common IC types and the types
main characteristics are shown in table 4.10.
Table 4.10. Common IC types existing in the Balearic Islands.
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4.4.2. Pressures addressed
Does the national method address the same pressure(s) as other methods in the Intercalibration
group? Provide evaluation if IC feasibility regarding pressures addressed.
Yes, the FHYTOMIBI address the pressures of Eutrophication and organic pollution
intercalibrated in the TW MED GIG. See above subsection 4.2.5. Pressures addressed, to see the
significant response of the EQR_PHYTOMIBI and its individual metrics to nutrients and
organic pollution variables.

4.4.3. Assessment concept
With respect to the Feasibility checking, the only divergence is the species level identification
for Phytoplankton methods within the TW MED GIG. The taxa in our data was instead was
identified by another valid method (Epifluorescence microscope) and the taxonomic level was to
the different phytoplankton functional groups, with counts at Class level and higher taxonomic
level than Genus.

4.4.4. Conclusion on the intercalibration feasibility
Justification of the absence of a classification system for the single intercalibrated common
type in the TW MED GIG, the euhaline type (poly-euhaline IC common type) in the
Balearic Islands
The Balearic Islands Poly-euhaline Coastal Lagoons are saltworks (salines), most of them in use
for salt extraction, which adjust to the definition of heavily modified water bodies. During the
development of the PHYTOMIBI multimetrics for each type of the TW existing in the Balearic
Islands, many statistical analyses were performed taking into account both biological quality
elements, invertebrates and phytoplankton. It resulted that invertebrates were better indicators
for the Poly-euhaline type, as phytoplankton failed to respond to physical changes occurring in
the Saltworks. It proved impractical to define a multimetric for the phytoplankton in Saltworks,
since higher concentrations of chlorophyll a and biomass were found in those water bodies under
minor impairment. However, these are the conclusions we arrived with the methodology used to
assess phytoplankton (Chl a), it is possible that other methods (i.e. remote sensing) are more
effective, at least for euhaline, in detecting phytoplankton changes.
In short, in the case of the euhaline type in the Balearic Islands (Salines) it will be more correct
to use a method that will respond to hydromorphological pressures, rather to eutrophication.
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4.5. DESCRIPTION OF THE BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
The publication and description of the biological communities along degradation gradients is
under study. We have supplied the reference values for the different metrics composing the
PHYTOMIBI above for the Oligohaline and Mesohaline coastal Lagoons.
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